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Historical Preface
The Mission designated as the Halle-Leipzig Mission in India had

its inception with the commiss ioning of Bartholomaeus Ziegenbalg and
Heinrich Pluetschau in Copenhagen in 1705. Frederick IV, King of Denmark,
determined to send miss ionaries to Tranqueba.r, a Danish colony on the
last Coast of South India . Thru his court preacher, Dr. Luetkens, he
got in touch with Prof. August Hermann Francke of Halle, and the latter secured the mis s ionaries. Sailing from Copenha gen Nov.29, 1705,
they arrived a t Tranqueba r Jul.9, 1706. They mastered ;he language
under· great difficulties, a nd in spite of many obstacles, their ~abors
were crowned with success. Bluetschau returned to Europe in ~ 711, but
Ziegenbalg ha d alrea dy in 1709 received a new ~elper, who was destined to offer him even greater assistance than Pluetschau. This was
another German from Halle, Gruendler by name. The translation of the
New Tes~ament into Ta mil had been completed by the time of Pluetschau 1 s
departure, and soon ~herea fxer the beginning was made of a teachers•
and of a prea chers• seminary.
In 1719, Gruendler was left in charge by Ziegenbalg 1 s death, but
ill health prevented him from undertaking much work in behalf of the
mission. In September of the same year, however, he received tnree

new colleagues, among whom was one Schultze, o• whom we shall hear
later. Their arrival was fortunate, for Gruendl~r died the following
year, and the reins were taken up by Schultze. By this time, tne small
mission had succeeded in spreading Christianity beyond the bounds of
Tranq~ebar.
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Schultze now continued the work in the vicinity of Tranquebar and
later, in the e.mploy of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge,
even started a mission in the city of Madras. In this latter field he
was followed by Fabricius, whose Tamil translation of the Bible has
never be en surpassed.
By 1740 the Tranqueoar mission had advanced its field to include
Tanjore and Madura, a nd numbered 5600 converts.
ln Jul. , l 'l 50, t.11ere arrived in Tranqueba.r ol).e who must be placed

among the grea test of all Indian ~issiona ries, Christian Friedrich
Schwartz. Tho

11

he did not lea d the mission one step further in its

development", it is nevertheless true that he did lead 1 t

11

many steps

in its extent". During his nea rly fifty years of service, he not
only gained many converts to Christianity, but also gained the confidence and e steem oi the h i ghest and Lowest tnruout South India.
He died in 1798.
Two other men connected with t h is period of the mis sion should
be mentioned. Jaenicke l a bored in the naborhood of Palamcotta from
1788 to 1800. Gericke did remarkable wor k in Cuddalore and Madras
from l 765 to 1803.
After the death of these three men, the life of t he mission rapidly dwindled. The enthusiasm of the missionaries seemed to decline,
and it became increasingly diff icult to secure new men, for in Europe
rationalism was in full sway and the Church seemed to care little for
supporting missions. By 1840,the greater part of the mission stations
had been transferred to the Society for the Pro:ge.gation of the Gospel,
and those that were not occupied by English missionaries in Anglican
Orders seemed ready to die out. The old missionary Caemmerer com-
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lains in a letter written in 1834: nAnd thus the formerly great,
famed, flourishing, and blessed Tranquebar mission comes to an end
when I close my eyes, the last German missionary.n
It was at this point that a new force made its appearance on the
field. The Leipzig Mission Society (sta rted at first in Dresden) was
orga.nized in 1836. In 1840, they sent out their first missiona.ry,
Cordes, who bega.n his work a t Tranquebe.r, \'11th the perm1aa1on of the
aa.nish a uthorities. His t a sk was to regain the ground lost. When the

Danish poss essions were sold to England, the na tive Christians petitioned t he King of Denmark not to give the mission over to the En~
lish. The king granjed the r equest and turned over the entire miss-

ion property to the Leipzig society.
Under dis s iona ries Cor des, Ochs, Schwartz (J.M. N.), Appelt, and
others, the old s tations were put on a firm basis, and new stations
were started. Then ca me a period when the work was halted by a dispute over the trea tment of the caste question (about 1855 to 1860).
Several of t he missionaries withdrew from the society, but the work
went on again. In 1896, four more withdrew from the society and e?N
tered the employ of the American n'Missouri Synod", which had just
started mission work in India.
At the outbreaJ of the World Jar, all of the &trman missionaries
had to give up t heir work, most of the stations being left in the

care of the Swedish mission. In 1926, Leipzig was again placed on
the list of mission societies recognized in India and, after reaching a satisfactory agreement with the Swedish mission, they again
entered upon the tield.

l

Just a few words are in place in explanation of the name•HalleLeipzig Mission", since. there is in reality no mission society by that
name. From the foregoing historical preface, ii will be seen that in
t.he early history of the mission which we are studying, the mission.
largely
ariea were sent out and supported by the Danish crown, and worked/in
Danish territory. However, the missionaries were, with very few exceptions, from the University of· Halle. For this reason, the mission; as
it existed prior to 1840, is often called the Danish-Halle mission.
Halle, huwever, had the mastery over Denmark in this respect, for it
continued to S11Pply the missionaries in spite of

11

the wish that was

expressed in ma ny quarters tha t they should be DaRes, or at least
German subjects of t he King of Den?!la.rk 11 • !!any of the early missionaries were clearly under the influence of Francke 1 s pietistic views.
The Leipzig par t of the name is justified by the fact that· when Cor-

des and his c_o lleagues sta rted their work in 1840 -t , they took over
many of the stations sta rted by Ziegenbalg and his followers, and
thus Leipzig fell heir to the Danish-Halle mission and continued its
work.
We may, without doing violence to truth, speak of the unbroken
continuity of the Halle-Leipzig mission from the days of Ziegenbalg
down to the present time, a ·period of 222 years. In ~ore than one
respect, this mission ha s been the 9utstanding force in the history
of missionary endeavor in India, and we may well expect to profit
from an examination of its history and development.
In picking out iessons to be learned from .the history and development of the Halle-Leipzig mission in India, we shall consider its
failures as well as its successes, and we shall give our attention

a

to the biographical h istory it, affords as well as to its development as a unified force.
Let it ~ust be said in advance that most of our attention will
be taken up with the treatment of the caste question.
-p/f£/ICH lNG, r'N --rHIE oPIEl'I

One of the lessons which strike us most fo~cibly as we examine
the methods of the successful missionaries among those that were sent
out is this tha t public prea c hing plays a very large part in the
successful mis s iona;ry 1 s life. This will be true whe·ther the evangelistic or the p ·• storal side of his ministry is to predominate. We
might word the lesson this way: We should learn to prepare and equip
our missionaries for much public s peaking. The Tranquebar missionary,
Schultze, sa id a bout two hundred years ago: "Viva voce preaching, the
testimony of a living man, ha s a grea t a.dvanta ge over the private
:reading of books every"""'where, but .:1ore particularly among these heathen of the Ea st Ind ies. Amongst t h ousands there may be perhaps one tha
can read, and man~ of those who can read are so stupid that they will
not take the trouble of understanding and applying to themselves what
they read; which prove~ sa tisfactorily that,when God gives ~n opportunity, it is of the grea test importance for a missionary to go out
himself a mongst the heathen, and make known the Gospel to them by
word of mouth. The first missionaries, Ziegenbalg and Grundler, have.
left us a good example in this."
Dr. Wtlson, of Bombay, in more modern times advocated this method
in the following terms, which may help explain its advisability: "Hesitate not to go to the •highways and hedges•, to •compel them to
come in', tha t God's house may be filled. For the preaching of the
Goepel in places of public
. -.

oonaourse and more private resort, you
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have the example of our Lord and His apostles; and this example you
Will value, notwithstanding its comparative neglect in many parts
of the world. There are many facili*ies in India for carrying it
into effect, the natives of the country being generally as accessible without doors as they are inaccessible within doors, and accustomed to receive much of their own public religious instruction in
temporary,tabernacl es or under the open canopy of heaven, and not
in ' their dull and dark temples, which are merely shrines for the
accominodation of their idols. Occasional or regular preaching in
such cases •... marks to the na.tives the earnestness of the de.sire
which is f elt for their instruction, the self-denial of the Christian teachers, and their accessibility to the whole native community ••

Ziegenbalg made much use of public preaching. On his trips inland, he wouJ.~ meet natives who had heard him preach, and he would
thus have a point of contaci;. He was known to them as

II

that young

priest from Tranquebar who can preach in Tamil 11 •
Schultze used to

s~

out regularly, accompanied by the native

school c~ildren, teachers, catechists and writers. At a cross-road
they would all begin to sing, so that the p~ople who had not seen
them_ might hear of their arrival. A crowd gathered around them,
and he preached.
When this public preaching was neglected, the results were
noticeable - also in the attitude of the missionaries. Shortly before the outbreak of the World War, Mission Director Paul visited
the mission field, and reports: "One thing pained me: the lack of
enthusiasm among our missionaries. One gets the impression that

4

th1y do their work f a ithfully and conscientiously, but with a fe eling

f resignation ... ~e have very few places at the present time where

ari•tianity is progressing victoriously ••• Elsewhere our brethren
au.at be glad if they can hold their own. 11 We believe that thisiSexplained in pa rt a t least by another section of his report:

11

"

0ur

=issionaries a re pa stors r a t he r than evangelists. This is not a
normal state of a ffairs in a mission field where the overwhelming
majority of the popula tion are still heathen. 11 We clo not mean that
evangelistic a ctivity (h ere pr a ctica l l y synonymous with preaching
in public pl a ces) will result directly in many conversions. It
seldom does. We have not found anything in the history of the Halle.

Leipzig mission to prevent us fro m making such an admission. However, tho prea ching in public pl a ces I?laY not :the .means of direct

conversions, its indirect r~eulte a re nevertheless invaluable.
Missiona ry Kabis, who ha s been ca lled

11

a father of tae Pariahs"

' ecause of hie devotion to the lowliest during his long and euvceseful service with the Leipzig mie ~ion from 1877 to 1910, began his

daily work with public prea ching before the heathen whenever time
and weather permitted. -He saw a special opportuntty in the annual'.
bathing festival at Majaweram. At this festival, he also had

Chris►

ian tracts sold in different parts of the city, or he distributed
them after his address among the attentive listeners. He says in one
of his reports: "One might imagine that prea.ching to such a moving
mass of people, as they come and go, would be of no avail, since it
is impossible to fqrther nourish the seed which is sown. But whenever

.

such a doubt crept into m}l own heart, the Lord showed me that such
nevertbeless
testimony was/not in vain. How often has it gappened that later on
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this or that heathen, frequently in a far distant village, ha.s told
me that he had already heard me speak on the Christian religion, and
1 t was always at the bathing festival in Uajaweraml
SCATTERED

n

STATIONS

A glamce a t ~ map showing the field served by Leipzig reveals
that the stations a.re sce.ttered over the entire Tamil-speaking country.
This dispersion of forces is one of Leipzig's mistakes from which we
can learn a lesson. Our own mission work in India is divided into
three distinct fields, compa ratively far apart, but we can take care
that the individual sta tions in these three fields are close enuf to
be in conatant contact with each other. Mission Director Paul must
complain tha t the forces of the Leipzig mission come
contact with one another. That weakens their
to heathendom.

11

II

too 11 ttle into

power of opposition

The converse emphe,sizes this point, as is revealed

further on in his report: "Where several missionaries• families and
deaconesses live nea r each other - which is, sad to say, seldom the
case - I got the impression of harmony and contentment." The same
writer adds in his report:

11

As a postulate for the future, I might·

advance the following proposition: The forces -which we employ for the
strengthening of our Tamil mission we dare not scatter over'& geographically larger terr&tory - we must concentrate.

At our stations, one

seldom gains the impression that Christianity has a power to oppose
to heathendom and that the individual Christians are imbued with a
strong spirit of unity. Other missions with which ·I ca.me into contact
fare better in this respect. Thus the Basel mission in Calicut, the
Hermannsburg in Naydupet, the American <.¼eneral Synod in Guntur, the
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eneral Council in Rajahmundry. The four places just mentioned are
in reality mission centers ••• And when new Missionaries or deaconesses
aome to the mission field, they can enjoy here, at least for a time,
tbe quickening consciousness of Christian fellowship ••.• How depressing, on the other hand, is the lot of our ~o isolated peoplel It is
pp,rtic~larly disadve.nta,geous for the newly arrived young brethren
a.nd sisters. When they are sent to a small station, as is perhaps
the rule, t hey feel at once, in their isolation, the entire heavy
burden of the surrounding heathen bulwarks. Da.ily they have before
their eyes the huge hea then temples, beside which the small mission
!chapel appea rs like a dwa rf beside a gian~. They feel very soon the
!power of Hindui sm and how its way of thinking still finds admission
even in t he Ch ristian congregation. That must be depressing even to
the soul t hat came out with enthusiasm. 11
We .have quoted the above at leng th, not because we considered it
an ideal policy (or even one c~pable of attainment) to restrict the
extension of missionary

opera tion until an intensively worked field

resembled a bit of the homeland, but we quoted it at length merely to
show how keenly the aefeets of the other extreme van be felt, the dispersion of missionary forces over as wide an area as possible and the
segeegation of mis~ionaries in widely separated willages.
The time element alone makes it obviously

more difficult for

one missionary to serve several widely separated stations than to
serve aeveral that are close together. If the number of missionaries
in the field decreases or the number of stations is increased, it is
easy to see that the difficulty of serving those stations becomes
greater, and the farther apart the stations the greater the diffic l't}
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Ulty. Just here ie where ·Schwartz's method of esteneive endeavor,
1~stead of intensive, failed of achieving lasting results. Robina.on, tho praising Schwartz as a missionary, says, 11 The permanent
r·esul ts of Schwartz I s work were disappointing •••• the wide s~11:Ji
area over which his activities were spread, and the difficulty of

sending efficient teachers to carry on the various mission centres
which he created, gave to his work a superficial character which he
would have been the f&rst to deplore." Schwartz could not have foreseen the approa ching diminution of men and means, perhaps, which
the expanding r a tionalism wa s to effect thru its paralysis of missionary interest in Europe; but the resultt should teach us that, while
shunning half-hea rted endeavor or avoidting an alarmist retrenchment
policy on the one hand, we should al wa.ys keep an eye on the future
and map out our campa ign so as to prepare for eventualities, as well
as we are humanly able.
The Rev. W.Buyers makes some enlightening remarks on this point:
1 Most

Mis s iona ry Societies in this country have fallen into the error

of scattering t heir agents over too ext6nsive limits to admit of their
acting on any well-arranged system of co-operation. A want of concentration has perhaps been one of the chief causes of the little success
of which eo many complain •... Hence not one-half of them can be regarded as permanent institutions. l'lhen one labourer dies, . there is geneially no one to succeed. him for a considerable time •••• Stations could
be named, where, from this cause, the work has not advanced one step
farther than it was twenty years ago, and if the same is continued,
may be in a similar state for a hundred years to come.n
Other points could be mentioned sh""1.ng the inadvisability of
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cattered etations,as illustrated by the development of the Leipzig
mission. For instance, the travel of the individual missionary in

making the circuit of the stations in his large district entails
Quite an expense. As it ha ppened at one time, there was littl~ney
on hand for t h is item, a nd t his f a ct is made the basis of a complaint in a general report. Secondly, the Leipzig mission endeavors
to give the c hildren at its stations as good an education a e possible~ Since attendance is not compulsory, it is found difficult, especially in the smaller villa ges, to get many to attend beyond the first

few grades. To employ a n extra teacher , or several, for just a few
children seems eBpensive\n money and wasteful of man-power. T'ne only
alterna tive is to deny the children the advantage of continuing their
education. If severa l sta tions were closer together, the children
from these several stations woul d be willing to attend a boarding
school a t one of t hose stations (and thus not far from their several homes).
We qmote the following from Douglas because it sums up the lesson
t aught by the Le i pzig mission on the dispersion of stations.

8 8pposite

to that of system, is the pursuing of what a re called openings, or
the being ca ught with every change of circumstances, and drawn by
chance of su9cess into new paths of pursuit having no connection with
each other, and leading to remote terminations. Every step gained in
a system strengthens, every step gained wi tholJ.t it weakens •.• Every
new object, where there is no sy"s tem, divides the already scattered
forces, and success, if pursued, might dissipate them entirely, and
leave but the vain pleasure of having a number of defenceless stations,
each calling for assistance, and all c alling in vain, while the Society only retained the empty boast of an extended line of operations.•
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NATIVE

PASTORS

Another lesson taught by the history of the Halle-Leipzig mission,
and that very plainly, is the neceasity of training native helpers,
especially native pastors. This lesson is taught pgsitively and negatively.
liegenbalg and his colleagues were slow to start using native
helpers in their ministry. This was not beca•se they did not realize
the desir~~bility of this step,but beceuse they found none whom they
I

considered capable. Ziegenbalg found a way to supply this defiviency,
however. He started training children for future service in th~
Church. He writes that they are training Tamil boys to serve a while
as teachers in t h::3 school, and then to act as ea techists. °For,, he
says,

11

if we do not train such people in our schools ourselves, and.

get ther11 accustomed to our ways, we

Ji!l4

find no adu1 ts who could

assist us satisfactorily; but if we train the children pmoperly and
strive to train those for such offices who are talented, one. of them
can accomplish more in this work than one of us missionaries, who are
from Enrope and haven't the same freedom in associating with the heathen
in the country as those who are born and reared in this land." In
1716, a •eminary was started, with 8 Tamil boys enrolled, who were
to be trained and later on ordained as pastors if they proved their
woith as catechists and teachers.

However, towards the close of the century, there seems to have
been no one with Z1egenbalg 1 s farsightedness. I,n 1790, the six Tami~
pastors who were working in the huge field, had zeceived their training, not in a seminary, but at the hands of individual missionaries.
The thoroness tf their theological knowledge was of course not nearly
commensurate with their zeal, and it was not wise to give them inde-
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endent chartes. Between 1811 and 1817, eight more were ordained, but
ceuUI

they were alread~ elderly men at the time of ~heir ordination,--. boast

ol little schooling, and their addition meant little to the growth of
tbe mission~ ~e have already seen that ·when Schwartz carried on his
extensive mission work in this period, it was found next to impossible
to find efficient native teachers who could take charge of the many
mission stations he founded. Gehring reports that at this time the
neglect of the congregations was constantly on the increase, that there
•ere many apostasies to heathendom and tb. Roman Catholicism, and that

the last missiona ries saw sa lva tion only in joining the ranks of the
English missions. Little wonder, then, that old Oaemmerer saw t he
end of the mission approa ching a s he nea red his grave. It was only
the hand of God which sa ved the mission, thru the agency of the Leipzig society.
We shall now take a jump to the period i!ll?Dediately preceding the
World War. We shall see a similar crisis and we shall see what a differnative
enoe was made by the presence of a trained/pastorate and of trained
native helpers. ·
At the outbreak of the waz, the number of teachers and catechists
in the employ of the mission was 551. Shortly before the German missionaries were expelled from the country, 14 additional Indian pastors were
ordained, bringing

the total of native pastors

up to 39. They were

trained to do independent work, instead of having continually to rely
upon their European brethren for guidance in every step of their ministry. It was fort ~mate that they were thus able to act upon their own initiative. 'When the.German mis..,sionaries left the country, the supervisioc
of the field was transferred to the Swedish mission. They, however, had

11

rely enuf men to take care of their own field, and the Leipzig mission
Ould have been doomed to total . ruin, had they not Qeen.able to rely
pon the work of the native pas tors 'Whom they had zrained. These, however, acquitted themselves in noble fashion, and when Leipzig reentered
pon its work in 1926, it did not have to face the almost hopeless
task of building from the ground up again.
The native -.store discharged their re•ponsibilities so creditably
that Leipzig is now prepa ring more hopefully for the ultimate gro\"lth of
n independent na tionl.1 Church. "Home rule 11 has been introduced into
ny of the congregations a ccording to the usual order of congregational self-government, and , besides, a Tamil Synod meets every three years,
at which, outside of the missionary provost, only •hree Europeans, chosen from the ranks of the missionaries, are granted the p:ti vilege of
oting membership. Leipzig felt encouraged to take this step,because
f the success attained by their enforced experiment with a staff of

ell-traine_d native helpers. It is interesting and instructive to note
itself could have been developed fro1n careful
erusal of the Bible a nd the history of the apostolic Church, as Dr.
Julius Richter points out:

11

A body of ne,tive pastors, conscious of

their spizitual responsibility; a large staff of catechists and evangelists for service in the outlying statioas and among the heathen; a
well educated body of teachers for the lowe~ and higher schools; and,
as a solid and reliable foundation, a nucleus of dependable, faithful
elders; - and thus _we have ln the mission before our eyes the Pauline
picture of the body with the many members and their particular functions,
Jesus Christ being the Head. 1
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EDUCATED

MISSIONARIES

Before entering upon the caste question, we wish to draw attention
to one other lesson. That is the necessity for sending out educated ,!!!!!
intelligent missionaries.
If we look at the list of missionaries who successfully carried on
the work of . the Halle-Leipzig mission, we shall see that they were well
educated men. Ziegenbalg visited various rmiversities and, after studying under Spener and Joa chim Lange, finally settled down at Halle. ?lhen

he sailed, he took along a s co-worker another university man, Pluetsc11Au.
Gruendler studied at the University of Leipzig, got his M.A. degree at
\'1ittenberg, and then taught at Halle. Schultze :studied at Halle and
was recommended pa rticula rly for his linguistic ability. Fabricius was
a student at Gieszen and a t F.alle. Schwartz, Gericke, and Jaenicke
were also from the University of Halle, as were most of their predecessors. ~hen the Leipzig society took over the work, the first Mission
Director, Dr. Graul, insisted tha. t only such missionaries be sent out
as had an a cademic training. Most of them then studied their theology
at the University of Leipzig. This principle was adhered to after
Graul I s death.
Why was it consicezed necessary to send educated men as mission-

aries? Did their education prove such an advantage? We will just refer
first of all to the case of Schult~e. We stated in the historical
preface that Gruendler died in 1720, leaving the entire work in the
hands of three men who had arrived only the previous year. That
might have spelled disaster for the work alrea.dy begun and necess1 ta ted a fresh start, but Schultze had already distinguished himself
for linguistic ability in his rmiversity training. In April, 1720.
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after seven months in India), he preached in Te..mil, and was able to
ake full charge of the work. We need only mention the valuable assis~
ce he was able to render l a ter on in Madras, where he preached also
n Telugu, tra nsla ted the Bible and Arnd 1 s

11

Wahres Christentum 11 into

this l anguage, a nd wrote a Telugu gr am1nar; in addition to these two
anguages, he a.lso mastered a third, Hindustani (used by the Moha.mmeane), and tra nsla ted t he Bible into t his l angua ge, besides writing
a Hindustani gr ammar and a refuta tion of the Koran.
Not every mis s i ona ry, of course, ~ill be called upon to do ~ork
of this na ture. Its de sirability, however, can sca~cely be denied, especially if the quality of the tra nslation be a s high as that furnished
b,y

Fabricius. Here, too, we can a dd a point to this lesson from the

history of t he mission. The Tamil translation of the Bible by Fabriciue has not been surpa s s ed , a lth o it was finished almost 200 years ago.
It will no doubt be conceded tha t quality is more desirable than quantity

aJso in t ~i s line. Transla tion presents many pecu_iar problems, which
~e need not discuss in this paper. It will suffice to say that great
judgment is r equired in rendering a translation which is faithful to
the original text a nd at the same time intelligible to the com.~ on people. It will undoubtedly be conceded that, other things being equal,
the university trained man is better equipped in this respect than the

man who has not had the advantage of such an education. The linguistic
training received in our Concordias should serve us in good stead, and

our missionaries we should pick from among those who have profited
most by this training.
~t ma.y seem exaggerated to lay so much stress upon linguistic
t6l1ining, since most of our missiona ries will not be called upon to
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muoh translation. But they will be ca lled upon to speak the language,
d,tho perhaps no missiona ry will ever be sent back because he cannot

oaaibly learn to spea k the language, still there is a big difference
etweeii!peaking the l a nguage and speaking it well. That differance
111 in all probability make itself noticed in the missionary's effic-

ebcy in the field. One report (not of the Leipzig mission) complains:
There is a miss iona r y now in the field who has seen many years of
rduous service, who yet retains the pronunciation learned on the voyage! And in all likelihood t hese blemishes will accompany him to the
rave." A man who ha s had tra ining in acquiring other foreign languages will be more a pt to t ake care on this point and better able to
surmount the obs tacles: :.It is not unimportant. If we aim at the highest efficiency, then our goal in ~ea rning to speak the language must
be not merely to a rrive a t the point of intelligibility but to go on
to perfect~ma8 tery. It may happen in India as well as in America. that
a barbarous pronuncia tion or a foreign accent will irritate sensitive
ears. Valuable remarks, tho perfectly understood by the natives, may

be nullified by the ammsement or impatience excited by bad pronunciation. On the other hand, it is pointed out that

11 correct

pronuncia-

tion will co1uma.nd s~ch respect ·that sometimes it will be wl.ispered,
1 He

bas a Brahman's mouth•. n

There are other reasons,beyond the study of the language, ~hich
show that a good education and a keen mind will be of advantage. lt is
true that our work is the propagation of the Gospel; it is furthermore
true that in merely making known the Word ot God, we can and should
hope that that Word will not retu%n unto us void. However, we would
be first-grade fanatics if we for that reason purposely refrained from

anything further than merely brie.dcasting the contents of the Bible by
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rd of mouth. Ue should be ready to answer the honest inquiries of
e heathen also by the material which is already com.'?lOn to them; _and
e should be prepared also to show them the error of their ways by
a~ting them on their own ground and, for instance, showing them the
elf-contradic~ions in which they involve themselves. The idea which
the Pietists held concerning missionary activity precluded polemics
~

apologetics. They saw in heathenism merely a satanic darkness into

Ir hich

the inquiring mind of the missionary should not venture. All he

~eed do is to hold up before the heathen the kinidom of light and life,
the Christian message of s a.lva tion. Some of the miss ionaries sent out
from Halle . nevertheless so on

saw that it was decidedly necess~ry to

gain a thoro knowledge of the foe uhom they s~ught to overthrow. Ziegenbalg, for instance, writes: 11 I take pains to learn the reason for
idolatry from their own books and thereby to refuze their errors.n
A Hindu may ask:

11

\'Tha. t is .sin? 'l.lha. t is virtue? They are both

the same, for both are worked by God. How can He punish the .one end
reward the other?" How is he to be answered? You have to understand
his religion and get his viewpoint in order to answer him properly.
He neither understands the Bible's viewpolit nor accepts its authority.
We must not think that it is easy to meet the objections of the
Hindus. It is a mistake to consider them a stupid and untntelligent
people, who cannot possibly match wits with an educated European or
American. "Most Christians in Zurope, 11 says Ziegenbalg,

n suppose

the

Ualabarians ( he regularly uses this term in his reports for Tamils)
very
to be a/barbarous people, but this arises from the Europeans who ha.ve
been amongst them not understanding their language, do that they have
not been able to read their books, but have drawn their conclusions
from outward appearances. I must ackniowledge that when I first came
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mongst them l cou1d not imagine the. t their language had proper rules,
,r that ·their life had the laws of civil order, and took up all d.orta

f ~alee ideas on their actions as if they had neither a civil nor a
ioral law, - but as aeon as I had ga ined a little acquaintance with
their language a nd could talk to them on various subjects, I began to
ve a much better opinion of them and when at last I was able to read
thdir own books I found that the Malaba.rians discussed the same philosophical subjects as the Sava~~ of Europe~, and that they had a regu:lar written l aw , wherein all theological subjects were treated and
demonstra ted." This is Ziegenbalg, of the University of Halle, speaking. He says further,

11

Though they are in great error and thick dark-

ness both with regard to t h eir lives and teaching, yet I must declue
that my conversa tions with them ha ve often led me to deeper consideration· of many subjects, and that both in theology and in philosophy
I have learned much of which neither I nor other studen~s had thought

before. I remember tha t many learned people in Eu.rope liave written
on the manner in which the hea then ought to be converted: but there
was no difficulty in this, a s there was no one but themselves to
contradict them. If these men were to come here, they would find that
tor one reason whi~h they tirought forward, the heathen would have ten
to oppose t he1n. It requires great wisdom to converse \'Tith such people,

and to bring them to a conviction that their heathenism is fa1se and
our Christianity true."
The missionazy !Dllat not only possess theologica1 knowledge, but
well
must also have a/trained mind. One might imagine the missio1?,&ry suf!iciently equipped if he had mastered a well prepared list of all the
common objections 'Q.!sed,._by~ the h e a ~ OhristianitJl'and the best
anawers · to these objections. That is not the case. The mere aas1m1la-
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ion of knowledge will not constitute a man a good missionary as far
a hie mental eq~ipment goes. Thi• is made clear by the following pasa-ge in a missionary• s report:

11

Nor are the Hindus weak antagonists. The

ve acquired a most skilful use of all the weapons of falsehood. Their
wile is, perhaps, equalled by none. Their dexterity is serpenjine. They

prove an argument by figures, and happy allusions, not by reasoning.
They disprove what the missionary says, by employing false illustra-

tions; so that when he is conscious of victory, they treat him as a
p:raetrate foe. 11 The advice might be given to refrain from arguing a
point with the Hindus, but this is easier ea.id than done. The Rev.
I.Tasker gives the following pertinent advice:

11

\Ve have said, as a

general rule, tha t controversy, argument, discussion on any subject,
sacred or secular, a re to be eschewed. Yet not invariably. People are
prone to think that you are conscious that defeat would be your position in the end, and therefore they conclude that you are actue.ted by
tbe principle, that discr etion is the ·better part of valour. In such
&

case you will observe the champion that lays down the che.llenge

looking round for his meed of applause, on the ground that he has
constra ined you to retrea t before even you closed with him in combat.
low, the danger even here for the me.n's soul and those of his fellows
is, that he believes t his to ·be the

tr~e state of •11atzs matters.

And so they are confirmed in their unbelief."
From the foregoing, it will be clearly seen that the better a
man's education the greater will be his efficiency as a missionary.. Be
will not only be able to present his own case more clearly, but w111
be better able to estimate. the• position of his opponent. Dr. Ihmels,
Leipzig's present Mission Director, says, "If polemics is practised
wi thput an uaot knowledge of Hinduism and merely from the first emo-
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lion, it will do more harm than good. n
It might be possible, as one of the Leipzig missionaries even
to
Ldvocated, to confine our ~ork to the hill tribes and/the out-of-the-ray villages, where little intelligent opposition could be expected.
l'hie would not be a wise move, for Christianity would come to be
Looked upon as a peasants• religion.

11

0hristian" and "Pariah" are

tlready synonymous in cerdis1n localities. It is _true the poorest and
lowliest of people formed the bulE of the early Christian Church, but
the apostles did not confine their missionary efforts to them.
The heathen are not the only ones who come into consideration
r.hen we speak of missionary .:polemics. There are other Christian denominations at wo~k in India with whom our missions are bound _to come
into contact. The Leipzig Mission Director finds not an advantage,
but a distinct disadvanta ge, in the fact that they have very few
stations where they

nu

are alone in the field. The new vonverts

especially are quite surprised and disappojmted to find that even
Christianity is split up into different sects and that there are
"different brabds of Christianity11 •• It takes a capable man to handle
the difficulties which·tnus often arise. Just as here in the States,
contact with these 9ther denominations need not always be antagonistic, but it often is, especially if there are suspicions of proselyi1ng. Considerable trouble was occasioned thus in the early days
I\

of the Halle-Leipzig mission. Francke wri•es in 1759:

n

Another piece

of news which I have received he.a struck me very much, and ta,Qubled
me not a little, namel, that the Uoravians are trying to establish
the7:11sel ves in Tranquebar. 'Whoever knows the intrigues with which tba t
. sect is always connected, will feel sure that not only the advantages
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which they will have promised to the King or the Company will consist
in empty words, as experience in Silesia and other places would prove,
but it 11;1 also to be feared that they will spare np pains to distract
the congregations gathered, whic~ has ever been the consequence of
their making their way into a place and trying to spread their cause
under cover of the Saviour I s name; for they seek out the least steady
and most pliable of the congregation, and take great pains to draw
them over to their pa rty, by which they are torn away from simple
Christianity." Just a few years later, when Pondichery was taken by
the English_from the French, in 1761, eight or ten Jesuits were among those who fled to Tranquebar. T'ne Danes forebade them to remain
there, but this prohibition was not enforced. The Jesuits started a ·
mission and caused t h e Ha lle mis s ion much trouble. A Jesuit school
master, out for a walk with his school children, met some of the
children and tea chers from the Lutheran mission, and started a dispute. He spoke contemptuously of Luther and also said, among other
things,

11

You do not know the truth; none of you can be saved, only

we know the way to salvation. All who do not pray tQ the Yother of
God, but say tha t she was a sinner, will certainly go to hell." It
takes a capable, and,as a rule, an educated missionary to cope with
the Jesuits and to handle such a •m situation as arose from the
Roman Catholic activity in Tranquebar.
A well rounded
education teaches a man that there always ha-ve
.
been and always will be ways of thinking radically different from
whatever is prevalent in his own immediate ~urroundings, radically
different from e~ything to which he has been accustomed. A well
rounded education will enable a missionary 'more readily to adapt himself to the people and their thot. This is essential.

The

report
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of the Bombay Diocesa n Committee of the S.P~G., for 1863, contains
the following remark:

11

a fter 200 years spent by the Ellglish among the

people, no European he.a yet acquired the requisite knowledge to enable

ua to know with certa inty the prejudices tha. t we wound, or the affec'tiions · that we fail to win. 11 John Murdoch, in his Indian Missionary
Manual, refers t o this s ame deficiency and says: "This ignorance
is unquestiona.bly one gr ea t cause why missions have not ma.de grea'tie.r progress. 11 The more nea rly perfect the missionary• s power of
adaptation, the grea ter will be his efficiency.
Tne supervision of the na tive pa storate and of the native helpers in genera l will require the a id of a good education, especially
in view of the Young India moveinen t, when ideas of Home Rule and
other politica l projects a re likely to find their way into the
hearts, and to find utterance upon the lips, even of those in
the service of the mis s ion.
The boa r ding-schools, t he ca techists• schools, the teachers•
semina ries, and the prea chers• seminaries form an important part of
the missiona ry program . I f this fact is recognized, then it will
be possible to under stand the appeal made my Missioaary Gehring
at the concllilsion of a led3ture in Leipzig:

11

The development of the

Indian school syste~emands at the present time especially able and
pedagogically trained men, and if our mission is not to lose out
in the competition with the English missions and in meetin~he
steadily increasing requirements of the school, ••.•. then our mission
cannot neglect making provisions to this end that t.~ere will not be
a lack of

em1i

who bring with them hot only a theologiaal, but also

a pedagogical tzaining. 11 !Lore generally applicable is the following
from Mission Director Pau1, also in a lectlll.re delivered at Leipzig
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n. 1913, and with -ais quotation we will conclude this section. He says,

At this opportunity, let it be pointed out that an almost morbid fondass for titles is prevalent in India. Whoever has not an M.A. or a
.A. - or, in the case of a missionary, even a dootor 1 e degree of a
highly

errpan university - l a cks the scholarly halo which is/esteemed by the
L ndus in public life. We will have to take this weakness of the Ta.mile
d of the Indian official organs into account and we will have to
onsider the ma tter of utilizing the sojourn of our missionaries in
gland,wherever possible, to t his end that they may acquire an acaemic degree; e,t lea st those who are to take an i mpo'rta.nt part in the
.

chool work. The di rec tor of our seminary or the

p'Plnc:p-.l
at 11 '14 C'

of our higb

Schia li finds himself in a posijion tha,t is not very pleas-

t, when some of his tea chers have a B.A. degree, and he .has not. The
ndian miss ion needs just at thi~ time men of cons~derable intellectu1 preeminence. In the temple cities of the Tamil country, there are
1Brahmans who, in their a tta cks upon Christianity, are not only subtle
and quick-witted, but who also know how to use the weapons of modern
acholarship •••• The.t the Bra hmans do not let the results of modern Bible
CTiticism escape them is .self-evident.
■a;ch

Our miss1onaries must be a

for such opponents, especially those missionaries who are in

the front line of battle. They should also be able to offer the young
educated manhood, who attend the public lec·tures, a truly fine apology
of Christianity."
Other chapters could be added on lessons which are taught by the
history and development of the Halle-Leipzig mission in India, as:
The Force of Personal Example; The Need o·f a Contingent Fund; Employment of Heathen Teachers in the :MiSE]liOn Schools; Schools for Christ-

iana Only or Also for Heathen (as a Missionary Agency)?; Charity:
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Subs14y vs. Pauperization; Women ~orkers; A~titude toward the British

lovernment; etc. However, in or~er not to extend the length of this
~er too far, we shall

go

nent of the caste question.

on to the main section, Leipzig's treat-

Probably the bi ggest problem with which Leipzig bad to cope, and
Which caused the most difficul.ty,was the caste question. That is even today avowedly the greatest hindrance to successful mission_work. Zn order

to properly understand the issues involved and the stand that Leipzig
took; it would perhaps be bes t to enter into a more or less extended
explanation of the caste system.
The Hindu population i~ divided into numerous classes, or aastes,
with such sharp lines of cleavage be tween them that it is impossible
for a son, do wha t he may, to belong to a different caste from the one
to which his f a ther belonged. This applies not only to the larger
castes - Brahmans, Ksha.ttriya s, Va isyas, and Sudra,Cwith the Pariahs
forming a 11 caste of out-ca.stesa) ,- but also to the many smaller castes,
which form subdivisions of these larger caste div~sions.
I n general, the fou~ Fanking castes are classified thus: 1) the
Brahmans are the priest caste; 2) the Kshattriyas a re the soldier
caste; 3) the Va isyas a r e the merchant caste; and 4) the Sudras are
the laborer caste. The system, howeve~ is quite complicated,

and

the

above classi f'ication (as given by the best enc~rclopedias) will not
fit all ca ses.
The last-named, the Sudra s, are especiall y subdiv14ed into many
smaller castes. For instance, the Wannan are all laundrymen; the Ampadti are all ba r bers; the Kammali have five allied trades pertaining to the making of idols and the beautifying of the temples ( carpenters, goldsmiths, stone-cut ters~ br ass-founders, coppersmiths);
the Kusawi are all potters; the Bhanars are all such as take care of
the palm ·trees; the Nesawukari are all weavers; etc. There is even a
caste of thieves, the Kalli. Formerly, their chieftains were perhaps
a sort of robber bar ons. The adven·t of the English government, however,
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b~ought law and order into the land at least to an extent that had never been known there before, and the Kalli had to give up their frequent raids and content themselves with more modern and scientific
methods of thievery. Most of them, however, have taken to agriculture.
more
Pertaining to occupation, the ca stes are .. ,J. exclusive .:than the
medieval guilds and ha ve the i dea of heredity a dded. A son earns his
livelihood as his father did, because he belongs to the same caste as
his father.
As little as it is possible for a dog to become a cobra, so little
is 1t pos sible for a Pa riah to become a Brahman, or a Wannan (laundry(p&l1n-,«r;,ov,e -r)

man)to become a Shana~, al tho. the la.st two belong to the same larger
caste., the Sudr a.s.
A Tarnil a necdote sa.ys tha t once a court ba rber came to his royal
patron as t he l a tter l a y a sleep. Not wishing to waken the king, the
barber shaved h i m while he slept. After the barber had left, the king
awoke, a nd great was his astonishment at finding that he had been so
cleanly sha ven without having been in the least disturbed. As a token of
admiration and gr atefulness, he ealled the barber back and promised to
gra~t any favor that he might a sk. The barber was of course a member
of the lowly Sudr a caste. He asked to be made a Brahman. The king
C: 01111na.1J4.

gave.that. in six months the barber was to be accepted imf!' the fellowship of the Brahmans. The Brahmans were very much troubled. The
execution of the king's command was impossible, and they feared liis
wrath. In their trouble, they went to the prime minister, and he
promised to help them out of their difficulty. On the a ppointed
day, he reminded the king that it was time to see whether the bar-

ber had become a Brahman

He then hastened to a pool in the nabor-

hood of the Brahman quarter. There he began to scrub a black goat
•
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W6th water and sand. As the king came to the pool, he asked in aston-

ishment what the purpose of thts strange proce,:-ding might be.

11

:Most

noble kinP, was the answer, "I am trying to wash this black goat
white.n The king began to doubt the sanity of his prime minister,
but the latter said,

11

You think I am a fool because I am trying to

wash a ~;tack goat ,, hite, yet you yourself have commanded that a
barber be made a Brahman. 11 The king went home in chagrin, and the
be.rber remained a ba rber.
.

&Tl

It is accep ted asAinvari able rule among the Hindus that no one,
no matter how enlightened or talented or virtuous, can advance from
a lower to a higher ca ste, and, vice versa , no one, no matter how
stupid or ignorant or mora lly: vicious, can fall from a higher to a
lower ca ste, unless he brea ks the ceremonial regulations of his caste
or forfeits his righ ts by f ellowship with one of a l ower caste.
The exclusiveness is of such a degree that a high ca ste man dare
not ea t or drink anything p r epared by one who belongs to a lower
caste. Our llission Director, Dr. Brand , tells of the following illustrative incident, which happened during a visit he made to our
mission fi elds i n I ndia. While on a train in South India , he noticed that a Hindu occupying one of the seats had a jar of water at
.

his -feet. As the train stop~ed at one of the stations, some of the
Hindus passed thru the coach to alight from the train. As one of them
passed, Dr. Brand noticed a look of almost indescribable disgust
pass over the f a ce of the Hindu whom he had been watching. He saw
this Hindu then take up hie jar and with an indignant exclamation
pou~ its contents out the window. Inquiring of one of his fellowpassengers as to the reason for this strange conduct, Dr. Brand was
told that the man with the jar was a Sudra, and that a Pariah in
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paaaing ,thru the coach had accidentally gotten so Gloae to the aeat
that His skirt brushed against the Sudra•s jar, thus defiling its
contents for him.
\'le may inquire concerning the origin and purpose of the caste.
It has, first of all,a. historical basis. The original inhabitants
of the South Indian peninsula ~ere Dravidians, uncultured, coarse
featured, and black of skin. The lighter skinned and cultured Aryans
invaded the coun try, conquered it, and settled there. They did not ~ish
their blood to be intermi ngled

1th that of these truJ:y coarse natives

a~· their r ace lowered by intermarriage. So they simply took the precautiona ry measure of cal l ing these conquered people 11 unclean11 ,

11 llll-

touchable11, and forba de marria.ge \'71 th them. To prevent time and familiari ty from br ~aking don -t his ba rrier, they forbade association
with the

11 untouchables 11

i n ea t ing, forbade allowing them to enter

the temples, a nd so forth .
However, this ethnico-historical explanation cannot ~e made to
answer for e~erything. The conquerors themselves were s)lit· into
various castes with special regul a tions and ceremonies and with
(:l,,,e. Ht-,,#., l
hard .and fast lines dividing them. The Brahman~r~ligion itself
gave rise to the formation of castes. The material principle is
the concept of reincarnation, thus of the transmigration of souls.
The salvation of the Hindu lies -in complete unity with God ( Who
is~the Good), therefore freedom from the materia1 (which is•the
lv111. Thie is possible only _thru different stages of development

•

in the metempsychosis of the soul. If one does evil, which is the
transgression of certain religious-ceremonial precepts, he ~111
likely be reincarnated, after this life of his has pa~in a
lower caste, or even in the body of an animal or of a tree, and thus
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Will be further awe y from hie coveted goal. If he does good, which
conversely is the fulfillment of certain religious-ceremonial precepts, (and perhaps even exceeds the requirements) he may be reincarnated in a higher caste, and thus will be nea rer his goa.1 . If
he is finally reincarnated a s a Brahman, who are as gods to the
lower castes, then he is in a f a ir position to reach the peak of
perfection t hru a special illumination celled Njanam, and can submerge himself directly into the Godhead and become one essence with
Deity.
We have seen that .the soul's progress or retrogression is dependent upon the performa nce of certain religious-ceremonial precepts.

W'"k.~I,

Now there a re a multitude of such precepts. What ones is the individual to observe? Those of the religion in which he is born. He
is to observe tha t which is customary in his caste. Thus, the caste,
religious
in practice, is for the individual the highest and last~resort. The
Vedas, as the f ormal principle of the Hindu religion, are in the custody of the hi ghest caste, the Brahmans ( o~ priest caste).
In order to understand the Leipzig debate as to how far the
caste system was to be permitted to e~ist among converts, it will be
necessary to remmmber two things: first, all these religious observances are work righteousness, even the socalled penitential acts
(Yoga) being not the expression of a deep consciousness of sin, but

.

rather being a proud endeavor to make God subservient to self and
thus to effect one's own sa.l vation; · secondly, it must be remembered
that from the p oint of view of the heathen. Hindu, caste and religion
are inseparable. His conversion to Christianity is meant to change
his outlook on caste. The claim is made that he then can retain caste,
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merely as a social, and not as a religious arrangement. On the practical treatment of this question, the three large groups of Christian

.

churches differ. The Roman Catholic Church allows the caste to remain

!:!ll is; the Reformed churches . i nsist upon renunciation of caste as
a oondi tio sine qua non of conversion; the Luileran Church has always
taken a stand somewhere between these two extremes.
The retention of caste as a social arra ngement can be countenanced,
even if it is bett er to disco~age it. If freed from the religious
liaison and disa bused of t he ethical evils often connected with its
observance, the cas te can be continued among the Indian Christiane
without doing violence to Christian principles. If there already exists a recognition of a social distinction and a prohibition of marby the Christian reli gion
riage~between r aces, no one is authorized/to insist upon a cha nge of

this condition.

Te sgall t a ke this up more fully later on • .

Now to go into the h istory of the Hal l e-Leipzig mission as it was
affected by the ca ste question .
It was in Feb. , 1854, a t the annual plenary sess ion of the Leipzig
missiona ries in I ndi a, t hat the question of the ordination of the native candida te for t he mini s try, Nallatambi, was brought up for discussion and action. It was hoped tha t a beginning of a native pastorate would thus be made. Already in 1851, Nall atambi and Samuel had
been declared candidates for the ministry. Missionary Ochs, who was
later to playi119 the leading role in the dispute over their o~dination, had also subscribed to the minutes, w~thout mentioning any scruples as to their position on the caste question. Nallate.mbi and Samuel were both members of the Sudra caste. Missionary Appelt, under
whose direct supervision Nallatambi ha d worked in the past few years,
bore testimony to his faithfulness in working among tlie poorest of the
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Pariahs. It was quite unexpected, then, when ~issionary Oohs demanded

a test-meal, i.e. tha t Nal.lata.mbi was to be asked to eat with the Eua.
ropean mis3ionaries a meal prepared byI.\Pariah cook. Nallatambi refused.
There now arose among the missionaries a diff erence of opinion as to
whether t,r not Nalle.tambi should be orda.ined. Two were in favor of
his ordination, seven a gainst it. However, soon after, two of the
latter ■ 11u joined the aff irmative side.
Nalla t amoi, tho will ing and glad to work among the Pariahs, still
could not b~ing it up9n himself to eat a meal prepared by a Pariah. we
know of white people who are good Christians , but who cla im ~hey would
not eat a meal i f tney knew it was prepared by a negro cook. It is not
that they ha te t he n egro, nor t ha t they will not concede that he is
their equal in t he eyes of God, but they cannot in their minds dissociate the n egro from the i dea of greasines s a nd uncleanliness. Yes,
it is even conceiva ble t hat some would be so fil l ed with tne· love o~
God and with l ove for the black man's soul that they would be willing
to do mission work among tne negroes, and stilL tney could not bring
it upon themselves to ea t a meal which a negro had prepared. If we
recall tnat tne Pariahs ll .!!:. cla ss deserve the appeli&tion

11

uncleann,

that they a re appallingly filthy, if we recall that it occasionally
happens today, and fo~merly quite freq~ently, tnat Pariahs must be
warned against eating the flesh of dead animals, if we recall that
generations after generations of observation have filled the higher
caste men with a loathing for the Pariah almost akin to second nature, and that this feeling is i~»ressed upon the . children from
earliest childhood, then we are not surprised that£allata.mbi could
not eat of a m~al prepared by a Pa riah. We are indeed tempted ~o
express our surprise~ would even work among them, and so faith-
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ully at that. That the filthiness of the Pariahs 1s due largely to
C:Jj,pl'es&~Qn and povertyJ does not change the situation in the least; the
fact remains. Nalia tamoi had also other eeasons for his refusal, which
were_accepted as valid.
Ochs and his followers saw in t.ne ca.ate system a great evil • .They
saw clearly tha.t it should be done away with. The others no doubt agreed
with them, but it was a question of proceduee. Ochs 1 s opponents realized that ca ste distinction lay deeply rooted in tne Hindu nature and
could not be c hanged by force, nor suddenly. Tho it would be better
to be rid of the caste system altogether, still that would be valueless
unless proeeeding from a change of heart and thot and also of attendant circumsta nces . Un til that came about, the caste could be tolerated
as a social institution, stripped o~ its usual evil aspects. Oohs and
his fol l owers, on the other hand, wanted to effect an immediate reforma tion instead of working from the inside out. Theirs would be, like
Carlstadt' s, a quick a nd external re:t·ormation. In that they aped the
1rA,-ma,ei.c•~

Rerormed (BritisIW missions then ~orking in India. Therefore, they
insisted •pon the method used by t h e s e ~ mission--,. societies,
namely, a test-meal • .ioraht, who undertakes to defend Oona• s stand,
says that Ochs was of

11

an energetic na ture 11 and had taerefore a

"tendency to sharpness". We would call that impatience, and we think
that explains Ochs 1 s stand.
The Mission Soard wrote from Leipzig in Nov., 1855: "We will not
arbitrarily force the issue of Nal.la:tambi 1 s ordination, altho he· is
from many reports one of the most capable of our native teachers. We
will, however, make it a matter

or

consciance for you to thoroly re-

inve•tigate t h is matter in your next plenary session."
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No decision was reacned, however, until 1860, when the two candidates
both lallatambi and Samuel, were ordained.
In the meantime,

Missionary Ochs had gone to Germany and there

spread propaganda for hie cause among tne people at large, giving many
of them t heir first inkiing t hat things were not running ao smoothly as
they had thot among t heir missiona ries in India.

This indiscreet action cal l ed forth the instruction from the Board:
' In order that the Adversary may not be enabled to destroy the mutual
brotherly eonfidence among you, to hinder the blessing of our communion
with you, and to dissolve tne bond of peace a mong the miss ion friends
tiere in the homeland, let it herea fter be regarded as an inviolable rule

among you, t na t no one of you communica te his grievances or proposals
concerning his off ice to any· one here in the homeland except to us."
The pr eamble to t he a bove injunction sounds evangelical enuf, bUt
it can well be i magined t hat t he somewhat ha rsh and dictatorial "let
it here(fter be regarded a s a.n inviolable rule among you" could not be
well received by men like Ochs. Looking entirely aside from the •question of authority for such a regulation, it mignt be rightfully said
tbat the Board should nave proceeded in a somewhat more conciliatory
manner, especia l l y since it had to deal with men whose natural inclination to stubbornnes s e.nd sharpness could have only been aggravated by
long years spent in a tropical climate. It was done, however, and then
the trouble re~lly started.
A certain Gottlob Schuetze of Dresden became interested. He wrote

to Ochs and as he qimself says,

11

I let him know that I would gladly

manage his affair in Saxony for him." It is bard to read the papers
which Schuetze published in Oohe's cause without ~eing convinced that
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he (Schuetze) was one of those contentious souls who are never at reat
unless mued up in_ some sort of polemics, who make even good causes
look like quixotic tilts, a.nd who tearfully consecrate every rebuff
they receive as one more prong in a ma.ztyr•s crown of thorns. He compares the buffets he gets from the enemy with the persecutions Luther
had to undertto while engaged in reforming the Churgh. His frequent
-C:ot&U.r

and sib&L irrelevant at t empts to establish parallels between his situat ion and Luther 's make his ca se s eem a sort of reform mania.
As a l ways happens v,hen partisanship gains the upper hand, the
main issue was often lost s ight of. One of the missionaries has sent
his children to Europe, and the ca re or lack of care which the Board
affords them is made one of the main •points in the debate.
Both si des i ndul ge· in personalities. The compl a ints ~re ri ghtfully
made:

11 1

t ,,,ould be truly inconceivable how so many honored men G:rou1d

misunderstand t h e enti r e situation, were it not for the lamentable
fact that t he ma tter has gone over Into personalities ; " and

n

the

saddest part is that it seems the personal attacks in the dispute
do not want _to cease. 11
Ochs 1 s party says,

11

Our opponents have not the love of Christ".

The opponents t hen counter by calling Ochs "wicked",
11

.

11

thoroly wicked",

1IL. ,.u.... 1,'Jt,,I

a. liar". Schuetze cha,racterizes all their r.ema.rks ,.as • ~a .web of lies".
:in 'tll1"11, ·

Dr. Graul., publicly calls Ochs "an ass".
I

Moraht attemp~ed to act as mediato~ by sending to ~isRion Director
Hardeland ~etter he had received from Ochs, inclosing suitable explanato~y remarks. Hardeland publishes an open letter in reply to Moraht,
and, without authorization, publishes Ochs 1 s le't18r, - sufficiently
garbled to further his own case. Schuetze then b~ings this whole matter
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to the attention of those outside the Church and gives the unchtistian
ublio a chance to scoff at the ~rangling, by publishing a controversial essay on the subject in the

11

0onsti tutionelle Zei tung 1 , which

periodical is characterized as "decidedly and noto)lriously anti- .
Christian".
It would t a ke too much time to go further into the history of the
dispute a. t this point.
Meanwhile, in India, Nallatambi and Samuel continued their faithful work as catechists, a nd several of the dissenting missionaries be-

.

gan to change their attitude. Nallatambi and Samuel were ordained in

1860, without being a sked to brea k caste. Missionary Baierlein (who
had a t one time been sent over to Michigan by Loehe to work among the
Horth American India ns) had prot~sted, but changed his position and
retracted his protest. Missionaries Ochs, Wendlandt, and Wolff could
not be reconciled to the p rdination and withdrew from the service of
the mission. However, Wolff was soon convinced that he had acted
rashly. He writes to Ochs: "After serious consideration before the
Lord, I came to the conclusion that the Tranquebar Mission had not
taken such a stand in the ca ste question that I could no longer in
any wise serve the Lord and His Mission in connection with the same

( the Tranquebar, i.e. the Leipzig Mis s ion), and lhat I would there-.
f'ore offer my services to the church council a.t Tranquebar and see if
it would not be the Lord's will to make possible ~or me, and direct
me to, the mission work in connection with Leipzig."
Everything seemed to run smootgly again after the storm. For a
wh~le it had looked very black. Especially was this so when in 1857
Cordes, the oldest of the missionaries, and president of the Mission-

a-ry Conference, left for Germany to help straighten ma.tters out by a
personal interview with his superiors. He, on his own responsibility,
had turned the presidency over to the next oldest missionary, who
happened to be Ochs. Under Ochs 1 s temporary regime, legalistic measures were adopted in several· congregations. In one congregation, ·
missiona ry helpers were dismissed who had preserved a good reputation thru 15 to 20 yea rs of service. Some of the conr:rege.tions became rather bitter. Some were about to turn with complaints to
the Danish Boa rd, others were contamplating breaking with .Leipzig
without further a do. But now, 1n 1860, everything was running quite
smoothly again.
Before going further, we might right here point out several
lessons to be learned from t his caste strife in the Halle-Leipzig
mission. Severa l mi nor les sons probably presented themselves in
the reading a s self-evident and wi ll not need mention. Several of
those to be men tioned may li kewise be classed as self-~vident, but
they nevertheless a re often forgotten just when the time comes for
their applica tion. They will therefore bear repetition.
One thing which this strife should teach us id that when differemces arise as to principle or practice, and no one can deny that
they will a rise, it is always necessary to restate the issue and always to speak and write to the point. Some passages in this Leipzig
affair pppear decidedly clownish, _simply because t h ey apparently have
nothing at all to do with the original issue. To the persons concerned the incongruity was not so obvious. They had argued ppint A.
Point B was brought up, which r elated to point A. They fought it
out. Point o had: a di.reo·t bearing upon B. And so tb.By went on in

..
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seemingly logical and relevant order. Everyone could see that point
D was related closely to point O, and it was fought just as bard as
point A. But when a disinterested party held up point D and point A
side by side, the entire matter looked exceedingly ridiculous. What
the care of Baierlein I a children had to do \"11th Ne.lla tambi I s ordination is nther hard tos see.This may seem a small ma.tter at ~irst, but
many a good cause has lost for itself loyal supporters when a serious-

ly meant debate degenerated into \"lrangling to no purpose.
Another point to be learned ?oncerns the purpose and the spirit
of such a disputation.

Ochs, if we make allowance for a few weak

spots in his cha.racter, as ,, e ahould, seems to have been fill ed
with a love for God and for His cause, a zeal for the conversion of
the hea then. He saw the evils of the caste system. He saw how it
,o ften preven ted the pr oper brotherly love among those who continued to observe these distinctions. He wanted to break the system.
The expressions of some of his opponents indicate - there is not
sufficient material e.t hand to enable us to 1nake a more decided
statement - t hat they, too, would rejoic~ if the caste system wouJ.d
even~lly be dissolved. They were prompted by the same motives.
These two parties differed, however, on the lenglbh of time it
would take for this to be accomplished and on the methods to be
used. These t wo parties, prompted by the same motives, the love
of God and the love of their fellow-man, forgot these motives in
the heat of debate, and called each other ass~s and liars. The
motive should have also been kept as the standard. Horal: If
such a dispute shou1d arise, its purpose shouJ.d be the best way
of bringing the love of God and of our fellow-man to proper fru.1-

.:>0

tion, and its spi~it should be in accordance.
The episode of the test-meal might serve to show how unwise it is
to force any one•s conscience in an adiaphoron. Oohs thot that if Nallatambi would submit and eat of the test-meal, he would thereby show
that he _had no superiority complex when compared with the Pariahs,
Ochs would judge Nallatambi 1 s reaction by his own:, whereas th~ truth
of the matter is that what Ochs would do in such a case would be by
no means a standard by which to judge what Nallatambi would do, even
if the circumstances were identiva.l. The specific action in question
is not mentioned or indicated in God 1 s Word, and Mallatambi ill to
be judged by his obedience to God 1 s institutions, and not man 1 s.
Furthermore, even if Nallatambi had submitted and eaten, it would
have proved nothing , for even the heathen Hindus recognize exceptions due to c oercion. Had Nallatambi wanted to act hypocritically,
he could have partaken of the meal, and would thereby have proved
to the sa ti sfa.c tion of some of his European friends that he was fit
for the ministry, but to some of the Indians he would have proved
only that he was a "shilling-Christian", who would not scruple to
break caste in order to gain a steady income, a fact that was also
pointed out. It is tnue,

11

by their fruits ye shall know them", but

those fruits are not to be artificially produced by us. Observance
of Nallamambi's work as a catechist disclosed his fruits and was
sufficient to warra.ht his ordination in 1860.
We see in this caste strife in the Halle-Leipzil mission also
a somewhat general lesson in connection with whiclJ!e shall venture a
more specific suggestion. History often repeats itself, and there may
1r1se 1n our own ranks considerable difference of opinion on similar
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questions. It

may

not be the caste question _(tho i're a.re told that there

&%e already divergent opinions among our own missionaries as to how
the caste question is to be handled), but there are also other questions in connection with the work in India which will occasion a division of opinion, especially in the field of Pastoral Theology.
There never will be· absolute unanimity. Even in connection with the
case we are now studying, the Leipzig Miss ion Board must admit: "If
it should devolve upon us to regulate the practical treatment of

the caste question for a ll ca ses and to · sta.ndardize it in advance by
special rules, there could ea sily arise among us members of the Board
different ppinions, conceptions, and proposals. 11 It is, however, to .
be greatly desired that differences among the missionaries be re-

duced to a mini mum. {There is no danger that they will be minimized
to the extent of paralyzing initiative and ha.liing progressJ Many
things will a rise that cannot be first referred to the Board, a nd
it is deeir,able tha t the miss ionaries be at one on principles of
procedure. Now, it is true that they could arrive at• prope~ de-

cisions from the general theology that they have already mastered.

But there will be difference of opinion as to the choice of material (nhat is relewnt and what not), as to its sy~teme.tization,

and then as to the conclusions drlffm. Our pastors here at home,
likewise, could assemble their pastoral theology from their dogmatics, but we don't leave them to that. We have a special course
here at the Seminary in Pastoral Theology, and after graduation
pursue
our paetors/thts study along a similar line1 as a special field. Our
foreign missionaries have .some peculiar proble1ns not touched µpon
in the Pastoral Theology meant for countries wi t1t, Christian 01 vil-
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ization. So then, the suggestion: Why not a Pastorale for Foreign Uisaiona·, or a Pastorale for India? A special book might serve the purpose,
for there would -be sufficient specific material. Better still would be
a Mission Institute, in which prospective foreign missionaries would
receive instruction to make those who are called to foreign fields
able to do more efficient work in their field,and to -:nake those who
are not called able to present our foreign mission work more intelligently to our people over here. It ~ould perhaps forestall disagreeable disputes over there. Mew conditions and ne\"1 problems face the
foreign missiona ry when he enters upon his work. It will not at all
be unna tural for him to take a decided and perhaps one-sided stand
upon anv:.certa in question shortly a fter he arrives, especially if he
is at all self-a s sertive. If there a re several missionaries working
out the same problem, there are likely to be several opinions. Add
to this the pos Pibili ty of tropical choler, and you will _likeJ_y·_.
have some bad complica tions. Difference of opinion may lead to heated debate and end in each one I s becoming more set ;ln his own opinion.

Why invite trouble by sending them over totally unprepared? The
differences, or many of them, could be settled in advance by arriving
at unity in principle before they leave. There may be slight variations in pra ctice later. A thoro instruction would mean much, as we
will try to show from the following. Even here at Concordia Seminary,

.,,..

namely, there is more than one boyA is tote.lly at odds with one or more
doctrines as taught by our Chumch, and he feels that he can never become reconciled to them. Temperaments differ here at the Seminary, and
so also the course of action differs. One boy will argue the p.o int
every time a particular

doctrine is touched upon in class, so that
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e instnuctor may even consider him a heckler, whereas he is merely
rying to get right on a doctrine which he is thoroly convinced is all
rong; another boy will say nothing when a doctrine is discussed which
appens to be his particular stumbling block, and the instructor is left
1th the inpression that it is accepted by all. In each case it may take
whole year, it may take two years, or longer, until the teaching f1nin11, each one~ sees the particular doctrine which was troubin a new ligh t, and he is at one with the Church in its acceptIn each ca se, a sµperfici al instruction would have failed, but a
thoro instruction succeeded in overcoming the obstacles. In like manner,

some of the questions which it can be seen in advance will be disputed
points on the mission field could be fought out here under more favorable circumstances and our missionaries could be blessed with the victor
of more or less perfect unity before they sail. It is not our purpose
here to

ea

more fully into the arguments for and against such a Mission

Institute, its organization, and its possibilities. Let it s~fice to
say that the 11 pros 11 far outweigh the 11 cone 11 • It is our purpose here
merely to show the necessity for such an institute, as pointed out by
i}le history of the Halle-Leipzig Mission.
If we look a little more closely at Leipzig's po•ition on the caste
question, we shall find more points that will be instructive.
Leipzig seems to be fully right in allowing the caste system to
be retained among the Christians, deprived of course of its evil features. The thing they fight age.inst is not the caste system but the evi~
caste spirit. In the institution itse1f, they"distinguish between the
religious and the civil, between the heathen and the national, between
the sinful and the unsinful features.n They proceed from the fact that
the caste system is not in itself something sinful, but is the ~tura1
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evelopment of popular thot and is based upon difference in color and
in occupation. The caste system wa s originally purely eivil, but, as
happens in the case of every heathen people, native legislation ana
custom brought t his institution into close relation with the popular
religion, ga ve it a religious basis, and even connected with it religious
ceremonies. In dealing with the caste system among converts, Leipzig
~eclares,

11

Here, however, we are not dealing with the caste system

of the heathen, in whose m~nd, as long as t heir thot is strictly
Brah!!l8.nic, ca ste a nd religion are inseparable, but we are dealing
rather with the remnant of caste among our Indian Christiane, which
is not of a heathen religious, but of a purely civil nature. 0 Leipzig continues,

11

Tha t the idea of a moral pollution thru contact

with a Pariah preva ils among our Sudra Christians is something which
no one has yet been able to prove, and even the possible assumption
that in exceptional ca ses - perhaps among very unenlightened Christians - a more or less conscious approach to such superstition may
be f ound must li kewise r emain a mere assumption, for natuaally not
one of those Christians, if questioned, would admit that he harbored
such a thot. 11
The desire to retain caste distinctions, as we have already seen,
is based upon more tha n mere custom, and it cannot be denied that it
has had its advantages. The Marawi, fo~ instance, by not mingling
,

with other castes, have as a class retained their characteristic
bravery. and endurance; the Serweikari have retained their frankness
and th~ir tirelessness as workers, which attributes cause them to

stand in sharp contrast to many of their nabors; and so forth.
Altho the caste question, as such, seems not to have been the
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ubject of much discussion in our synodical litera tur~, still some of
e qu9stions involved are tEeated, as for instance this question of
hether or not a legal prohibition of mixed marriages is contraty to
iblical teaching. In the Synodical Report of the Illinois District
or 1907, there is an ess~y by the late Dr. E.A.W.Xrauss, in which he
says in explanation of Nwn. 12: "Miriam and Aaron murmured because
loses had not ma rried an Israelite woman but an Ethiopian. According
to their vain, ca rnal understanding , he had thereby forfeited the right

of serving as mediator between God end His chosen people. Uoses, however, had not by this ma rria ge sinned against a law of ~he Lord. The
Israelites were indeed forbidden to IllSirry with the Canaanites, but not
with those people who ha d come up with them out of Egypt. If in our
time civil l aws of our land prohibit marriages between whites and
blacks, and between whites and Mongolians - as is the case in certain
states - Christians who wish to live in such a sta•e are bound to
render obedience to such laws, and'not only for wrath, but also for
conscience sake 1 • For authorities can prohibit such marriages. By doing so they do not overstep their rights." ~e believe tilat, mutatis
mutandis, this same principle can be applied for recognizing the
established usage of the Indians in this respect. Furthermore, we
must strive to understand their social instincts, and we should not
be too quick to condemn their. inherent antipathies. We will add the
following merely to illustrate. In the Theological Quarterly of Apr.
1903, the late Dr. A.L.Graebner says:

n

In Michigan, where the law

expressly pronoubces a marriage between a white person and one wholly
or partially of African descent valid ib all respects, and probably
in all the states where the laws are silent on this point, such marri-
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gee, however repugnant they may be to the f eelings of most people,

re lawful, if not illegal for some other cause. Nor is dl i!ference
f race an impediment of marriage according to the moral law.n Yet
member of the f aculty of Concordia Seminary made the statement before h,s class that a marriage between a white person and a negro was
so repugnant to his feelings that he could not but refuse to solemnize
uch a marriage. We can understand his feeling,and would not for that
eaaon declare his stand unchristian. The social instincts of the Indians are wider in their scope, and we should seek to understand them

rnd

not to force them, while we hope that Christ~an influence will

eshape these instincts.
If the converted Hindus wish to retain the ca ste system as a
oc1al order, freed of course from the evils usually associated with
t, their wish should be granted. Our task is to preach the Gospel,

o help them to become and rema in children of Goel; our task is not

Ito effect a social revolution, not to make them accept the forms 8,Jld

~sages of Occidental civiliza tion. We are acting outside the limits

of our commission if we follow the sectarian missions and preach
social e.q uali ty among the Indians . We should steer clear of that

1

course, just as oar missionaries refrain from preaching

II

social e-

quali ty11 a.mong the negroes of the South. Recently we ree.d a magazine

article by the wife of a nrominent Episcopal clergyman in India.

It seems that in her mind, Christian miss ions partake of the nature

of a romantic adventure, in the popular sense of the term, and the
t:riumph of Christianity was symbol_ized by an _I ndian woman presiding
over a mixed public assembly, something entirely impossible to the
mind of heathen Hinduism. It is true, the · "emancipation of woman",
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f properly understood, is a result of Christianity, but mere social

eorganization, except inaefar as the correction of an evil is inolved, is not an objective of Christianity. So with the caste ques~
Christian missionary should be concerned only with the rethe evil, and should let the rest take its natural course
the hands of h1s ·people.
Thie policy of not i n terfering with caste as a social arrangement
(without compromising Christian principles) made it repeatedly possible
for the earlier Halle-Leipzig missionaries to gain converts also from
hi gher ca stes, whereas the Roman Catholics had also to countenance
actual evils and t o offer special inducements , to ·convert any one from

a higher caste (and the few sectarian miss ions found it next to impossible). In f a ct, a fter the sects began to multiply their mission
forces, t heir rigorosity was considered by the Indians as comman to
all Christians, and a t the present ttme it has very perceptibly increased the difficulty of converting the high caste man. Their policy defeated its own end. It is claimed that Ziegenbalg, by pursuing a.~policy of toleration, accomplished more in the way of eradicating
caste distinctions than any of the later sectarian miss ions with their
legalistic methods.
Many who sought the abolition of caste distinction were motivated
by a chivalrous concern for the detested Pariah. The Pariah, however,
was not chafing under disadvantageous social distinction. He was content. Dr~ Wilson (one time famous professor of Sanskrit at Oxford,
who had spent many years in East India) says: It is a great error
to think that caste is an outrage and a burden in India. This is sim-

ply a European idea, arising, like many others, from the notion that
our own customs and views farrm an infallible standard for other peoples:
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fhe fact of the matter is that even among the lowest castes the caste
ia considered a privilege and not an ignominy,and the people hold more
tenaciously to their caste the lower they stand on the ladder of civic

--

society. So far Wilson. Since circumstances are :lb.us, then to ~ e .it
one's business to change the attitude of the people might turn out to

merely a bolshevietiv attempt to stir up class consciousness.
in India
Christian evangelization of the lower castes/would take on the same

be

aspect as Socia list prope.ganda in Europe.·and America.
It must be sa id; however, that the evils of the caste system are
many and tha t t hey a re not ea sily overcome in tlle minds and 11 ves of
ihe newly converted Indians. Therefore, while allowing the caste system
to remain, we sh ould t ake ca re not to foster it. This is what Leipzig
may have done in so~e instances in violation of their accepted theory.
That would help expla in t he secession of Naether and Mohn, and would
seem to be indicated by a stadlement of Baierlein:

11

It is true that

they [ the Leipzig .:.!ission Boar<g.. fly too high with their ideas of
church and churchliness, and therein lies the deepest reason for our
difference in the caste question. 11
The caste question per se need not undu1y engross the attention
of our -missionaries. Let them but continue· to preach the pqsitive
doctrine. If the converted Hindus finally find, afdler thoro instruction, that caste is not entirely compatible with Ohris~ian
ideas, they will drop it. Especially can this hope be enter~ined
if Christianity ha.A the effect upon the Pariahs that it has had
upon other inferior races. lt is to be hoped, n~mely, that Christian
infiuence will eventually raise the Pariahs to a level where the
difference' between them and the other castes will not be so notice-#t- IJa-..,.c 1"4- ab."&.,,, • .,.• .,.;.,,,. rre- t>r. ,,,,,,,.,J•.,. .., /a.c,-.,,-., ... ,y ,;.
.. '°•.-,_..._.., _,.,..a...a,a -ri.,,.. -rl,. p•,,_"" ,-. wluo4 r ,,•,,.. ic- la• r._ i_. .....,.,.,,...,, a
'fra11.r/,ar,.,_ N•IC ,..,,.. ~ .. 6•1,""'" ~ J :~, ._,.,.,..., •• ~. 7101- ,·,,. -,.,.. c.,ra-ce .....rats
•1 »r: ,,,,.,.,, • .,.,. :i:• ;,. ,,• .,. ~ •• ~ • " ' ~,.,._. -r .,.&,ra,·.. -c1 ~ "* va;~ -ft1•r•N•"
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ble. The gulf separazing the ca stes will be narrowed and eventually,
erhaps, the differences erased. This, however, is not to be part of
the missionary• s pro·gram, al tho 1 t ma.y be trui t of his labor.
Somewhat parallel is the history of slavery, which may serve here
~

illustrate the ..adv1sab111ty of toleration. The institution of slav-

ery was general and well established in the civilized world at the beginning of the Christian era . Dr. Kretzmann, in his commentary on the
Epistle to Bhilemon, sa,;s,

11

There can l;>e 11 ttle doubt, as a prominent

writer (Brace, Gesta Christi) has pointed out, that the spread of
Christianity was the cause of the increasing sentiment among the nations against slavery. 11 Yet how was t h is accom,;lished? There were
many abuses connected with slavery. The early Church tried no doubt
to correct t hose abuses a s t hey occmrred within the Church, on the
basis of St. Paul's insuired a dmonitions to slaves and to their mas.o;

tere. But - the

11

insti tuti on of slavery 1s not intrinsically and

fundamentally wrong from the Biblical standpoint", as Dr. Kretzmann
also points out. For this reason the inspired teachers of the Church

did not a ttempt to abolish the institution. They let it stand. In
fact, St. Paul tells the slaves, "Servants

(lo:T.,l.•c. ),

be obedient to

them that are your masters according to the flesh, with fear and
trembling, in singleness of your heart, as unto Christ.n He also
persuades a runaway slave, who has become a Christian, to return to
his master, who is also a Christian. So, he allows slavery to continue also in the Christian Church. He strives to cemove the evils
commonly associated with the institution, and ~hen devotes hie time
to teaching positive doctrine. The result is that the awakened
Christian conscience eventuallJ judges the spirit of slavery to be
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inoompe.tible with the spirit of Christianity, and the institution of
lavery is dropped. The parallelism to the caste question is no doubt
ufficiently obvious, and the policy as advocated by Leipzig should
receive our endorsement, at least as to its general outline. It is
quite evident tha t the proper treatment of the caste questi~n is another lesson to be lea rned from the history of the Halle-Leipzig
mission in India.

